Abstract. The continuing miniaturization of production systems and products poses a challenge for metal forming technologies to produce precise small scale products with microscopic geometric details. Thin metal plates with channel structures are considered to be typical examples for microfluidic applications [1, 2] . In this study the coining process of sheet metal to produce channel and rib structures is examined in terms of geometrical die parameters and tool design. For this reason extensive experimental series and numerical simulations have been realized and evaluated.
Introduction
An ongoing trend in the miniaturization of industrial products -e.g. heat exchangers, chemical reactors, fuel cells -and thus of their components can be noticed in the last years. Typical functional geometries of the examples mentioned before are metallic micro channel structures which have so far been manufactured by micro-EDM, micro-cutting, micro-etching or other time-consuming processes suited for small lot production. Micro coining presents a promising solution to produce precise micro-structured metal parts in large quantities. 
Main goals of the present study
Preliminary works at LWP have been systematically continued to examine process limits in terms of micro coining to produce rib structures. Using new die inserts, the correlation between characteristic geometric data of the tools and the reached product structures was analyzed at certain coining force levels: By increasing the tool draft angle, filling of the coining insert starts at lower coining forces but needs higher pressures to calibrate the rib structure at the end of the process; in comparison to tools with lower aspect ratios those with higher aspect ratios allow for higher product aspect ratios at the same force level. These and other effects are caused by the time-dependent contact zone between tool and blank in the course of the coining process and have to be interpreted with regard to the rising force level at the end of coining processes.
Detailed investigations in terms of numerical simulations and experiments at LWP show inhomogeneous formation of ribs in central and peripheral zones of the blank caused by elastic deformations of the die [3] . Moreover, the die inserts are stressed and even damaged by flash formation using an open die tool. Consequently, a new tool was designed and realised, allowing to avoid these damages and to optimize the general conditions for micro coining processes.
Significance of the local geometrical parameters
Local geometrical parameters show characteristic coining results as former work at LWP could show for selected cases [4, 5, 6] . Draft angle, ratio a/b and aspect ratio of the coining geometry shown in Fig. 2 were classified as significant parameters which have been systematically varied within the scope of experimental test series and numerical simulations. With regard to different die geometries and blank materials it makes sense to normalize the forming pressure by a correlation of coining force (F), nominal contact area (W times L) and initial yield stress (σ y0 ) in the following way:
Moreover, it is reasonable to evaluate the coining results with view to the reached form filling by comparing the cross sectional areas of tool (A T ) and sample rib (A R ) as follows:
Draft angle α α α α. Keeping the ratio of a/b constant and increasing the draft angle α reduces the relative die filling at a given force level. This observation is to be interpreted by the projected contact area between blank and die. The current contact area between start and end of the coining process grows faster with larger draft angles. This could be confirmed by numerical analysis featuring the opportunity to examine ideal plastic materials without hardening effects of the material used in experimental series. Fig. 3 shows the result of numerical simulations with varying draft angles. The curve progression clearly shows the effect of different die aspect ratios: Dies with large aspect ratios allow for higher product aspect ratios at given forming pressures than dies with lower aspect ratios. As Fig. 4 [a] , [b] and [c] show, this observation is independent of the die draft angle and can be explained as follows: At the end of the process, a high pressure is generally needed to fill the die edges. Thus the differences between certain tool geometries do not have a significant effect on the required pressure for this final calibration stage. Ratio a/b. Further correlations between coining results and die geometries can be found comparing die inserts with different ratios of a/b. The chosen inserts have a draft angle α of 7° so that influences of increasing projected contact area are minimized. Decreasing the ratio of a/b demands for higher normalized pressures to achieve equal quantities of form filling. Moreover, this observation is independent of the die aspect ratio which shows remarkable differences in the considered die inserts. The experimental results are dependent on the hardening effects of the used blank material AlMg 3 . Numerical simulations with the same geometrical constraints provide an opportunity to investigate the variation of the ratio a/b independent of hardening effects. Fig. 6 depicts resulting form fillings for normalized pressures and ideal plastic material data. The form filling behavior of the simulated inserts in Fig. 6 is characterized by a rampant progression after the start of plastification. It is obvious that a lower ratio a/b results in higher pressures to start form filling because of an increased initial contact surface fraction.
Significance of global parameters/considerations of the overall material flow
Experimental test series not only resulted in local but also in global deformation of the used blanks. Local material flow is superimposed by a global material flow along the channel structures and in transverse direction as shown in Fig. 7 . Experimental examinations are characterized by an superposition of both effects. Numerical simulation models provide the opportunity to examine these influences separately. Rigid die model. Using a simulation model with rigid die geometry allows for separate examination of transverse material flow and the associated influences of friction and blank thickness. At the end of the coining process a remarkable transverse material flow can be noticed as shown in Fig. 9 . Consequently the marginal cavities of the die are not completely filled. This effect is intensified by decreasing friction between blank and die. Vice versa a higher friction leads to a more homogeneous form filling due to inhibited lateral material flow. Transverse material flow. Moreover, Fig. 10 [a] makes obvious how the die ribs are laterally bent. This effect is originated from transverse material flow resulting in high bending moments in the rib ground and thus causing damage in the die. This conclusion is enforced by experimental studies.
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The polished micrograph section in Fig. 11 gives an impression of bent rib structures in comparison to the design specifications of the used die. 
Conclusions and outlook
Coining of sheet metal has been found to be convenient of producing metallic micro channel structures. Influences of important design parameters could be characterized. Ongoing work focuses on the transfer of achieved knowledge into industrial products using the new tool. With regard to possible applications more complex coining structures are going to be produced.
